State-of-the-art methods for computer vision rely heavily on the translation equivariance and spatial sharing properties of convolutional layers without explicitly taking into consideration the input content. Modern techniques employ deep sophisticated architectures in order to circumvent this issue. In this work, we propose a Pixel Adaptive Filtering Unit (PAFU) which introduces a differentiable kernel selection mechanism paired with a discrete, learnable and decorrelated group of kernels to allow for content-based spatial adaptation. First, we demonstrate the applicability of the technique in applications where runtime is of importance. Next, we employ PAFU in deep neural networks as a replacement of standard convolutional layers to enhance the original architectures with spatially varying computations to achieve considerable performance improvements. Finally, diverse and extensive experimentation provides strong empirical evidence in favor of the proposed content-adaptive processing scheme across different image processing and high-level computer vision tasks.
Introduction
Convolutions in general and convolutional layers in particular are fundamental operations underpinning nearly any image processing and high level computer vision problem. The reasons behind their success, especially in deep learning, are two fold. First, sharing of learnable kernels allows for a simple way to extract optimal features for any task. Second, these operations are implemented in an optimized and massively parallel fashion, allowing for fast processing of images and videos of arbitrary size.
Once the kernels are learned, the processing of any input is, by design, identical. In detail, convolutions are contentagnostic since the same kernels are applied on all positions of any image irrespective of the content; a characteristic * Work done during a summer internship at Huawei Noah's Ark Lab. . PAFU calculates as a first step a pixel wise selection of the kernels W i . Afterwards, the kernels W i are applied on the original input according to the predicted selection pattern. Dark blue for illustration purposes indicates the area that the respective kernel will not be used. The output of the unit is a tensor with an arbitrary number of output channels.
known as spatial sharing. However, in practice both the image content and the conditions vary considerably which inescapably forces the deployment of more training data, augmentations and additional learnable parameters, constituting a naive solution to the problem at hand. A paradigmshifting approach is to use content-adaptive filtering which modulates the processing of an input according to statistical cues that are derived from an image or a dataset. As a result, different images will undergo a unique analysis based on the depicted content. In order to achieve content-adaptivity numerous methods have been proposed throughout the years. Non-Local Means [3] and bilateral filtering [39] where among the first methods that utilized features and neighborhood statistics in order to modulate the filtering of an image according to the content. With the advent of deep learning, many of these spatially-varying techniques were adopted in a differentiable manner and used as layers in existing neural networks [8, 4, 13, 37] . Subsequently, a more recent trend is the development of deep neural networks that predict per pixel the convolutional kernels that need to be used [2, 22] , which in practice can be restricting since a large number of parameters must be learned in order to predict large convolutional kernels like those commonly found in an image classification deep CNN [16] .
In this work, we propose a new pixel adaptive filtering unit (PAFU), which performs differentiable selection of kernels from a discrete learnable and decorrelated group of kernels. As depicted in Fig. 1 , the selection is made per pixel and thus the computational graph changes spatially according to the content of the input. The selection of the filters is done using a compact CNN network which is trained implicitly to select kernels based on features it extracts from the input. The end result of PAFU is the spatially-varying application of the kernels on the image or tensor to be filtered. This method provides the very appealing advantage of spatial adaptivity; a crucial component that is absent from the standard convolutional units like those commonly found in CNNs. Simultaneously, the set of kernels is regularized during training to be decorrelated and thus constitute a set of unique and diverse operators. In other words, this regularized group of kernels is enforced to have high variability hence avoiding the naive solution of a group with almost similar operators.
We demonstrate the applicability of the method on both low and high level computer vision problems. First, the method is examined on an explicit linear domain for the problems of demosaicking and super-resolution for digital devices with limited resources (e.g. smartphones) where the runtime performance is of importance. In both problems, the results surpass the performance of competing linear methods while simultaneously achieve competitive accuracy with popular non-linear approaches. Then, we investigate PAFU as a replacement of convolutional layers in established deep CNNs proposed in literature for the aforementioned problems as well as classification and segmentation tasks. In all cases, there is a substantial performance improvement across a battery of tasks, providing strong empirical evidence for the need of spatial adaptivity and the benefits of selective filtering.
Related Work
Spatially adaptive filtering: Important research works on spatially adaptive filtering originate from image processing tasks and focus on modulating a filtering kernel in order to achieve visually pleasing reconstruction for tasks like image denoising and super-resolution. One of the earliest methods include non-local filtering [3, 5, 29] , guided image filtering [15] , bilateral filtering [39] and propagation filters [4] . A similar line of work aims to process different regions of an image with distinct kernels instead of modulating a unique one, which allows the construction of a task-specific over-redundant group of operators. Methods like RAISR [34] , BLADE [9] as well as [36, 8] learn a discrete set of filters and select per pixel which filter should be applied using a selection mechanism based on local handcrafted features.
Recently, many of these methods were adapted to be used alongside CNN layers and extend them by introducing spatially-varying modulation of computations. In [14, 37] , the authors adjust the convolutional kernels using Gaussian distances of embeddings from a separate network branch and apply them to the problems of depth map superresolution and segmentation. Moreover, the embeddings used for kernel modulation are fine-tuned to minimize a metric learning loss along-side task specific losses. Jampani et al. [20] make heavy use of fast bilateral filtering techniques [32] in order to develop a learnable permutohedral lattice convolution module that was later tested on several tasks with great success. Most recently, a differentiable version of Non Local Means was introduced by Plötz and Roth [33] which selects the top-k closest neighbors of a centered pixel in a neighborhood as a part of a neural network and it was applied on the task of image denoising.
Kernel Prediction Networks (KPN): A collection of recent works focuses on deep networks that predict the filtering kernels based on the content of the image [22, 2, 41] . All these works adjust the computation graph of the method to the input with high versatility, however, they require unavoidably a large amount of parameters. For example, a common convolutional layer in a standard classification network will require the prediction of at least half a million parameters * per pixel. Therefore, the computational burden becomes significant even for a single convolutional layer which limits the applicability of the kernel prediction networks to mainly linear scenarios [30] . Moreover, according to [30] kernel prediction networks require several tricks during training in order to ensure convergence which limits their applicability in practice.
Pixel Adaptive Filtering Unit
We propose Pixel Adaptive Filtering Units, which instead of modulating or predicting kernels, learn a group of kernels and a differentiable kernel selection mechanism based on a compact CNN. The formulation allows for fast and robust kernel selection with minimal overhead that depends mainly on the number of kernels of a group. In the same time, we plot the two learned utilized filters by the proposed method alongside the filter selection heatmap (in f and j respectively).
Spatially Invariant Convolution
The common way a convolutional layer is implemented in CNNs is a matrix vector product between a kernel W ∈ R k×k×cout×cin with support size k and an input x ∈ R h×w×cin . The kernel W transforms linearly the c in input channels to c out which by design takes into consideration the inter-channel correlations which are of importance for all modern CNN architectures. The output y i,j ∈ R cout is formed as
where the neighborhood is defined as the set
As it can be seen in Eq.
(1) the same weights are applied on every position of x, a known property of convolutional layers which is known as spatial sharing. While this property has driven a lot of progress lately in computer vision tasks, as we will show, weight sharing across all positions is not effective to properly produce a dense spatially varying output. The intrinsic failure surfaces from the fact that the loss gradients from all image positions are fed into global kernels which are trained to minimize the error in all locations. The same problem arises in practice to a wide variety of problems which require a dense prediction or regression such as image segmentation, restoration and enhancement.
Spatially Adaptive Dataset (SAD)
In order to highlight the need for spatially adaptive processing of an image, we introduce a simple toy dataset, which we dub as Spatially Adaptive Dataset (SAD). The dataset is specifically designed to challenge spatially sharing methods like Fully Convolutional Neural Networks (FCNN) which severely under-perform on the task since they lack the appealing property of spatial adaptivity.
The dataset contains images of dimension 89 × 89 with random uniform color noise sampled from (0, 1] and black pixels sampled randomly from a predefined square grid with dimension 87 × 87 as in Fig. 2a . The aim is to dilate all black pixels to 5x5 black squares, which by design have no overlap as it is depicted in Fig. 2g , while keeping all other values unaltered. The development of the SAD dataset allows the existence of an optimal minimal solution for the problem at hand, consisting of two filters; a Dirac and a zero filter. For pixels with random noise only the Dirac filter will leave them unaltered after filtering while the zero filter will dilate the black pixels to squares. We stress that any other solution cannot be characterized as both minimal and optimal. Note that black pixels located in the input image can be filtered with both filters without any difference as shown in Fig. 2j .
The examined methods consist of a FCNN, a Residual FCNN, a KPN and our proposed PAFU. All of the aforementioned methods are trained to minimize the 1 loss between the output and the groundtruth and have approximately the same number of parameters (nearly 35K). As it can be seen from Fig. 2 , methods that solely rely on spatially sharing convolutions can not yield adequate results and the reason lies in the fact that they apply the same kernels to every location of the input image.
Spatially Varying Convolution
In PAFU, instead of applying the same kernel on all pixels, we selectively break the spatial sharing nature of convolutions by picking which kernels from a discrete group should be deployed on which locations of an image. The group of kernelsŴ ∈ R n×k×k×cout×cin contains n discrete kernels. In this case the spatially varying convolutional layer is defined as,
where z ∈ R h×w×n is an one-hot encoded index that indicates which kernel out of n should be selected per pixel. The selection indices z are predicted from a kernel selection mechanism φ given as input the image to be filtered, i.e. z = φ(x). It is clear from Eq. 2 that different regions of an image are filtered with distinct kernels fromŴ, thus selectively breaking the spatial sharing nature of convolutional layers by leveraging content lying in the input.
Considering the illustrative example in Fig. 2 , a spatially-varying convolution is essential for the PAFU method to produce an output with zero error and learn the optimal filter set. The filter selection heatmap depicts which filters were selected per pixel and as it can be seen the selection between the two optimal filters is the proper one to produce minimal error. When compared to KPN, our method is capable to achieve lower error while KPN fails to predict a Dirac for the majority of the pixels that require this kernel.
With regards to computation overheard, the spatially varying convolution can be implemented in a parallel way using the standard im2col and col2im operations that break the spatial resolution of images into appropriate patches according to the kernel support sizes. Afterwards the patches can be easily filtered using a matrix vector operation per pixel as described in Eq. (2) . The same implementation is also a long known fast solution for the spatially invariant convolution, however modern computation libraries apply as set of low-level optimization techniques [26] to gain considerable execution time reduction. We note that there is a current lack of optimized implementations for spatially varying convolutional layers for the various hardware accelerators. However, their development is of high importance since it will allow for fast development and deployment of spatially adaptive techniques.
Kernel Selection Mechanism
An essential part of PAFU is the discrete selection of kernels based on the input content. Instead of performing the kernel selection based on hand-crafted rules as in [34] , we seek to learn the selection mechanism using available training data. In order to extract features of interest, we make use of a compact CNN that gets as input an image or embeddings x ∈ R h×w×cin and gives as output coefficients f ∈ R h×w×n in order later to be used during the discrete kernel selection step.
Given the coefficients f , we would like a discrete selection method which deploys on each pixel the most confident kernel z i,j = arg max f i,j from the group. However, the arg max function is non-differentiable and therefore not suitable to be used for this purpose. In this work, we use the Gumbel-Softmax method [21, 28] , which addresses the issue of discrete selection using a differentiable relaxation of the Gumbel-Max Trick [11, 31] , in order to obtain the selection indices z. In the supplementary material, we provide an extended description of the adaption of Gumbel-Softmax method for the per-pixel selection of kernels.
In all our experiments, the straight-through version of the Gumbel-softmax estimator is used, which during the forward pass discretizes the selection to be binary while the backward pass is calculated based on the continuous selection probabilities z. Similar to [40] , we observe that the straight-through estimator allows for faster convergence and intuitive kernel selection maps, no matter the apparent inconsistency between the forward and backward pass which theoretically leads to biased gradient estimation. The whole selection mechanism is trained implicitly to select the most suitable kernel from the group of kernels, which is also simultaneously learned, by minimizing a task-specific loss.
Enforcing Kernel Variability
We found that a crucial component for robust selection is a regularizer enforcing variability to the group of learnable kernels. This form of regularization penalizes the naive solution where all kernels are identical and the kernel selection per pixel can be as good as chance. Simultaneously, kernels that are dissimilar with each other act as unique linear operators or feature extractors when used in deep neural networks. Their application will yield different results which increases the expressivity of the learnable group of kernels by suppressing any redundancies. In order to maximize dissimilarity and enforce variability we penalize the cosine distance between the kernels in a group. This is achieved by normalizing first and stacking afterwards all kernels in a matrix W f ∈ R n×np where n p is the number of parameters in a kernel and then minimizing the regularization loss Table 1 : Linear Demosaicking. PSNR (in dB) results of both linear and non-linear methods for the noise-free and noisy scenario. Our method outperforms all linear variants and achieves competitive performance with a complex nonlinear method without the need for any post-processing.
In the case where we deploy kernels of different support sizes, the kernels are padded to the maximum support size before the formation of matrix W f . Every model presented is trained with decorrelation regularization alongside taskspecific losses = task + R (4) and in the event where more than one PAFU modules are utilized the regularization loss is the average of the individual losses.
Linear Case
As a first step, the method is trained and tested as an oneshot linear solution for image processing tasks. Although the kernel selection mechanism is non-linear, the application of the selected kernel per pixel constitutes a pure linear transformation. In detail, for each examined task the output is the result of the spatially-varying convolution of the per pixel selected kernel and the original input image, as described in Eq. (2) . Although the expressiveness of the method is restricted in the linear case, the end-result is an application which is fast and yet achieves competitive performance with more complex and non-linear methods.
Different PAFU modules are trained for the low-level image processing tasks of image super-resolution and demosaicking; the latter is further examined in a joint denoising and demosaicking formulation. A very appealing property of PAFU is that it allows for a group of kernels with different support sizes which is experimentally verified across all tasks. An extensive description of technical details can be found in the supplementary material.
Demosaicking
We experiment with the MSR dataset [23] which consists of 200 training, 100 validation and 200 testing images. The dataset is also examined with the presence of heteroskedastic Gaussian noise with unknown multiplicative and additive parameters. Following [25] we augment the dataset with random flips and the method is trained to minimize the 1 loss between output and ground-truth alongside our dissimilarity regularization. The optimization is performed in an alternating fashion where as a first step the filter selection unit is optimized and then the kernels; with a ratio one to three. As shown in Table 1 , our approach yields impressive quantitative results in both variants without any domain specific techniques like directional interpolation and chromatic selection rules as in [43, 12] or median iterative postprocessing [18] . Moreover, while the method is restricted to be purely a linear application of kernels, the quantitative re- sults are on par with [23] which is based on a learnable cascade of Regression Tree Fields (RTFs) specifically designed for the image demosaicking task. Furthermore, PAFU is tested with different kernel support sizes and we experimentally find that multiple kernel sizes yield considerable performance improvement for the task without any additional computational overhead. As shown in Fig. 3 , PAFU method is capable to produce images with suppressed noise artifacts and reconstruct image without moire color distortions.
Super-Resolution
It the same spirit with demosaicking, PAFU modules are examined as a linear solution for super-resolution similar to RAISR [34] , however we note that the most accurate methods for super-resolution are either deep or dictionary learning based [7, 38] . Linear super-resolution models are trained using the DIV2K dataset [1] which consists of 800 training and 100 validation images, following the training procedure used in [27] in an alternating scheme as in Section. 4.1. In order to speed up the method we perform both the kernel selection and the spatially variant convolution on the low resolution image. The final output consists of 12 channels in order to be super-resolved by the depth to space linear operation introduced in [35] . In this manner, PAFU is able to produce an image of higher resolution with minimal computation cost. Table 2 showcases the performance improvement gained from a learned kernel selection when compared to the hand-crafted approach of RAISR [34] ; an extensive qualitative comparison is provided in the supple- Table 4 : Super-Resolution. Quantitative PSNR results with a bicubic degradation model. The addition of a PAFU module in a super-resolution network allows for reconstruction of higher quality over the baseline network.
mentary material. We report both the results of our standard method for two different kernel support sizes as well as the standard self-ensemble variant as in [27] . Similarly to linear demosaicking, it is clear that various support sizes yield considerable performance improvement for scales larger than 2.
Non-Linear Case
Given the overall positive performance of our proposed method on the linear case, we investigate the module as a building block of deep neural networks to enable spatiallyvarying computations in CNN layers. The unit is used to replace several convolutional layers in standard neural networks for the tasks of image demosaicking, superresolution, classification and segmentation. The diverse set of tasks allows us to examine the property of selectively breaking the spatially sharing nature of CNNs in dense prediction and regressions tasks as well as standard image classification.
Demosaicking
In order to allow spatially varying processing, we replace the input convolutional layer in the method of [25, 24] with a PAFU unit which selects from a group of 16 kernels. Note that, the hyper-parameters are matched with the original network in order to keep the architecture identical. The model is trained from scratch following the same procedure with [25] , alongside our dissimilarity regularization, using the MSR dataset for both noise-free and noisy scenarios. As shown in Table 3 the PSNR improvement is substantial in the joint denoising and demosaicking problem and constitutes a new state-of-the art performance for the task. The selection mechanism identifies the need to filter high-frequency content differently from smooth areas.
Super-Resolution
In Section 4.2 a PAFU unit was trained to solve the problem of super-resolution in a linear manner, however it is a well-known fact that super-resolution tasks require nonlinear treatment in order to achieve visually pleasing results. While there is an abundance of deep learning based superresolution methods, we focus mainly on a narrow set of techniques that have less than half a million parameters and their PSNR performance across different test sets is not saturated, as it is common in all recent super-resolution works. We propose an extension of ESPCNN [35] and SRCNN [7] which use a PAFU unit in the output in order to add spatial adaptivity in the module responsible for the RGB reconstruction of the image. Our spatial adaptive unit deploys a group of 16 kernels and the selection is done on the embeddings generated before the final output. Originally, ESPCNN upsampled only the luminance channel of an image and was trained to minimize the 2 loss between the super-resolved image and the groundtruth. We extend the original method to perform super-resolution of the RGB image by changing respectively the numbers of input and output channels while keeping the rest of the CNN architecture identical. In Table 4 the proposed modification trained on the DIV2K dataset following the training procedure described in [27] yields similar performance with the results reported in literature. As shown in Table 4 in the supplementary material.
Image Classification
For every image classification experiment we used the standard ResNet architectures described in [17] for the datasets CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and ImageNet [6] . In every model we insert our module in the first convolutional unit in each of the three residual stacks [17] and select kernels from a group with size 16. The results are presented in Table 5 . All models were trained according to the training procedure described in [19] for fair comparison. Note that our spatially adaptive filtering units improve the accuracy of image classification datasets significantly across all datasets.
Empirically we find that PAFU modules in the first two stacks select consistently only one kernel from the group and only the third stack selects more than one kernels. This phenomenon can be explained from the fact that image classification tasks aim to develop a unique representation of an image based on extracted features in order to be classified later using a dense MLP. Therefore, spatial sharing is a core component especially in early feature extraction stages where the features typically represent low level patterns like edges. However, in later stages some extracted high-level features might not help the proper classification of an image and thus our selective mechanism weighs accordingly their contribution. Note that, this is an advantage of our method, since during inference units that select only one kernel can be replaced with a single convolutional layer which filters the input with the selected kernel from the group.
Semantic Segmentation
We test PAFU on the MIT Scene Parsing Benchmark Dataset [45] which contains 22k scene-centric images with 150 different semantic categories. The dataset is split into Table 6 : ADE20k results. Results on the validation set with and without the PAFU unit. Spatial adaptivity allows the same network architecture to achieve higher accuracy in dense pixel prediction tasks.
20k images for training and 2k image for validation purposes. The network we use for baseline is the Pyramid Scene Parsing Network (PSPNet) proposed in [44] with a ResNet50 backbone feature extractor, which aggregates context through a four level pyramid module in order to create a global representation of the image. Our proposed spatially adaptive extension replaces the convolutional layer, that is used on the concatenated pyramid pooling global features, with a PAFU unit that selects among 8 kernels and train the whole architecture with the training procedure described in [44] . While the final embeddings already encapsulate information of importance from a wide range of scales and a diverse set of features, we empirically find that spatial adaptivity increases significantly both the pixel level accuracy as well as the mean Intersection of Union (IoU), as reported in Table 6 . As shown in Fig. 5 , whole areas of the input tensor are filtered with distinct kernels that in return provide more accurate and sharper dense prediction over the baseline method. In the supplementary material we provide more qualitative illustrations alongside the predicted selection masks.
Conclusions
In this work, we propose a novel pixel adaptive filtering unit that can selectively break the spatial sharing nature of convolutional layers. We show that PAFU can be deployed both as a standalone unit or as a module in deep neural networks. We demonstrate how PAFU can be used with great success for a wide collection of tasks ranging from lowlevel image processing to high-level computer vision tasks.
